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The practice of using a student signal of thumbs up when students are ready for
the next activity or to agree or disagree with a concept appeared to work well.
Meagan moved throughout the room working and helping indiv idual  students
while the students worked through centers is an effective teaching strategy.
Proximity is a research based effective teaching strategy and Meagan also
incorporated that into her lesson by having the students sit on the floor directly
in front of her for the lesson.
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*
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Meagan's lesson included many effective teaching strategies. She began
reviewing with the students their  pr ior learning and then introduced the lesson.
Many prospect ive teachers have a tendency to begin the new learning within the

lesson without helping the students to be reminded of their  pr ior learning. This
gives students a chance to gain conf idence in themselves and transi t ion to the
new learning.

A choral  reading does not al low much opportuni ty to have the students act ively
involved. However, Megan created some hand gestures for students to
incorporate into the reading in order to further engage them
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Meagan used the great technology within the classroom effectively. The lesson
was wel l  p lanned including sound teaching components.  The lesson goal was for
the students to read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support
comprehension. Meagan's lesson focused on punctuat ion helping the students
to understand punctuat ion marks to know when to slow down, stop. raise their

voice appropriately, etc. Fluency is reading smoothly and adjusting to the
punctuat ion but i t  is  also important to use expression. Meagan may want to
consider modeling this for the students. Meagan effectively had the students use
hand signals as the punctuat ion marks appeared whi le the group read choral ly.

Meagan might want to explore model ing the reading using expression. This could
be followed by paired student practice reading, and the last step might be to do a

whole class choral  read.
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General Meagan is off to a really good start. She demonstrates confidence and a

Comments: professional approach.
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